F600

Compact
Dynarnic

DESCRIPTION
A totally integrated speaker package designed for
the professional in today's demanding environment.
Despite it's deceptively compact size, no sacrifice in
output or quality has been made. The custom
divider network ties together all cabinet elements
optimising clarity and balance at all levels.
The network (with 18db/octave crossover slope)
removes the reliance on external electronic
processing units. The Bass performance is
extended by a cabinet design using isolated
chambers for each 15" driver.
The 2" high frequency driver is mounted on the
rear of the top PAS 15' CXL 2580 which utilises a
centrally mounted, constant coverage horn.
Efficiency in design has ensured a near flat
response from 50hz whilst retaining ultra compact
dimensions relative to any competitive cabinet. The
cabinet comes complete with hard wearing carpet
finish, and includes steel protective corners. The
plywood cabinet is braced, and rebated with a
heavy duty steel grille, steel bar handles and
i
wheels for handling with ease.
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FEAIURES

'

NE$f 2u 80'ttr7 compression driver.
NE\f 400\7 4" voice coil PAS coaxial.
NEW high power network design.
STILL an ultra compact speaker cabinet.
(a pair in a station wagon)
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SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous power handling, unclipped signal - 400\7ATTS
Short term power handling, unclipped signal- 800\7ATTS
Useable frequency response - 48Hz- 17KHz
Sensitivity - 105db at 7'V/1M

Maximum short term SPL - 133db at 800\7Afi input
Nominal impedance - 4 OHMS
\(reight

-

85Kgs

Dimensions

-

1050mm

x 530mm x 505mm

DESIGNED FOR PERFOR}IANCE Ah[D RELIABILITY, WTITI OI\LY THE USER IN MIND.
Australian Monitor reserves the right to change specifications at any time without notice.

Australian Monitor
53 College street Gladesville
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N.S.W. Australia

Phone (04 81e3544 Intemational +6 l-281Gl3544
Fax (04 8174303 Intemational +61-28174303

